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Fitting into standard window

Fitting the brackets
The universal brackets provided with your new roller blind can be used to offer three methods of installation.

We recommend that you measure the new blind and mark with a pencil where your brackets will be fitted accordingly. Top fixing and face 
fixing are your most typical installation. Side-fixing is only recommended if you measured at the very top of your window recess.

Top fixing
Where the brackets are screwed into the lintel (or ‘ceiling’  
of the recess).

Face fixing
Where the brackets are screwed onto a facing surface  
(a wall or window frame).

Side fixing
Where the brackets are screwed into the side walls of the 
recess.

With Blinds4You, fitting for your beautiful new blind is easy. Just follow 
this step-by-step guide, taking care to double check as you go and  

look out for some handy tips to help you save time too. Below is a handy  
guide for fitting for Electric Roller blinds.

Fitting Guide for Electric Roller blinds 

This guide works for:
• Electric Roller blinds 
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Setting/using the remote control
We pre-program your remote control to work with your blind 
meaning it will operate your blind straight away. You then 
have the option of programming in automatic stop points.

Your motor will arrive in what is known as ‘sleep’ mode, 
this means that the motor has been activated, all limits 
pre-set and then put in to a state of sleep for the transit 
period. Please install the blind in the desired location 
making sure that the programming button on the motor 
head can be easily accessed. 

Please note: If you have ordered multiple motorised 
roller blinds, it is important that you only wake one 
blind at a time in order to set up each blind individually.

Wake the motor 
To wake the motor follow either one of the steps below:

1.  Plug the charger in to the wall and connect to the blind 
– the blind will jog once indicating that it is awake

or
2.  Briefly press and release the programming button on the 

motor (DO NOT HOLD) – the blind will jog once indicating 
that it is awake. The motor will then take around 30 
seconds to respond to commands from the remote.

Your motor is now awake and you can test if the pre-set 
limits are suitable or if they need adjusted.

Fitting the blind 
Locate the pin-end (the opposite end to the controls) of the 
blind into the central hole in the corresponding bracket.

Lift the control end of the blind and slot the rectangular ‘lugs’ 
into the corresponding slots on the bracket.

Holding the blind by the control side, place the Pin-End into the 
central hole of the bracket. Then raise the control side up to  
the bracket, placing the “lugs” into the slot.
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Testing/adjusting the upper limit
Press the Up button on your remote – Blind will travel to 
pre-set upper limit. If this is suitable, please moved on to 
Testing/Adjusting the Lower limit.

If the Upper limit needs to be adjusted:

1.  Press and Hold the Up and Down Buttons together for  
5 secs until the blind jogs once 

2.  Press the Up/Down buttons to move the Blind to your 
new desired upper position

3.  Once you have the blind in the position you wish to set, 
press and hold the MY button until the blind jogs once 

Setting the MY/favourite position 
Press either the Up/Down buttons so that the blind travels in the direction of your choice 

1. Press MY to stop the blind at your desired intermediate position 

2. Press and hold the MY button for 5 secs until the blind jogs once

Your Favourite Intermediate position has now been set.

This blind has now completed its set up and is ready for use.

Should you be installing more than 1 motorised Roller blind, this blind will now need to be put to ‘sleep’ so that you can 
set up the next. 

To activate ‘Sleep’ mode
Please follow 1 of the 2 steps below in order to activate sleep mode:

1.  Press and Hold the Programming button on the back of the remote until the blind jogs once. Then press and hold all 
3 buttons (Up, Down & MY) together until the blind jogs once

Please note: On the Situo Single Channel Remote the back of the remote will need removed to access the 
Programming button. On the Situo 1 VAR and Situo 5 VAR RTS Remotes, the programming button is recessed  
and can be accessed without removing the back of the remote.
or

2.  Press and Hold the Programming button on the motor head until the blind jogs once. Then press and hold all 3 
buttons (Up, Down & MY) together until the blind jogs once.

The blind should now be in sleep mode, you can test this by pressing Up/Down and checking if the blind responds to 
any commands.
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Charge the battery  
To charge the battery, plug the charger cable into the charging 
port on the motor. Charge for around 2½ hours, or until the LED 
on the charger plug turns green.

To charge the battery, plug the charger cable into the charging 
port on the motor. Charge for around 2½ hours, or until the LED 
on the charger plug turns green.

Enjoy your newly installed blind from Blinds 4 You
We are here to help you enjoy your new blinds and you will find lots of other useful information on our website. If you need to 
contact us, please visit www.Blinds4You.co.uk/contactus for more details. 

Handy Tip: Over-charging can be harmful to the battery and degrade battery life, so try to limit the charge time to no 
more than 2½ hours wherever possible.
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